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Why is preparation important for dissertations?
Your dissertation is usually worth a large part of your overall
mark. It's also your chance to culminate your skills as a
researcher and prove your ability to analyse and communicate
information effectively. Setting your expectations and preparing
will save you time, effort, and reduce your chance of failure in
your project.



DISSERTATION CHECKLIST

Are you familiar with the topic?

Do you have support for potential new

technology or software?

Are expectations clear with the proposed

supervisor?

Based on personal experience and the

experiences of students I've supported, these are

key questions I ask when beginning dissertation

related work:

A lack of familiarity with the topic or field of the project doesn't
mean you won't succeed. It just means  that you will have to
spend extra time making sure you're confident with key terms
when discussing the research question.

You should adamant about finding out the support you will
have if your dissertation involves you learning a new
technology or software. Otherwise, you could reach
unsolvable problems that will damage your final marks.

Many supervisors aren't trained to mentor, let alone mentor
masters students. Setting your expectations early will give them
a better idea of what you are capable of in a 3-4 month period.
It's quite common to be given PhD level requirements that would
be tough to complete in the required time.



Still not sure that you're
prepared for your

dissertation? 

You owe it to yourself to start your dissertation on
the right foot and avoid added pressure at the
deadline. I support students in making that happen
in each step of the process. To get support, apply
in the link below:

I'd like support!

Follow the Daotive

Learning social

channels:

https://www.daotivelearning.com/
https://www.facebook.com/DaotiveLearning/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/daotivelearning
https://twitter.com/daotivelearning
https://forms.gle/suXxhf2bQkpJz2vh8
https://www.instagram.com/daotivelearning/
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